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PART I: OVERVIW
1. . The Dissenting LTD Beneficiaries, a group of39 Nortel employees on long-tenn
disabilty, seek leave to appeal from the Order of Justice Morawetz. dated N ovembei 9,

. -

2010 made in connection with a motion regarding the approval of a methodology for the

allocation of the corpus of Nortel's Health and Welfare Trust (the "HWT"). The
. allocation of the lIT assets turns on legal entitlement based on the interretation of the

tennimition provisions of the HWT trst agreement (the "Terination Clause") in
accordance will general trst and contract interpretation principles. The motions judge's
inteiretation of the Ternation Clause is inconsistent with fudamental priciples of

contractuå1 interpretation and his decision requires appellate review.

. .

2. .. The plai reading of the Termination Clause demonstrates that only the benefits

and claims of the HWT actually made or incurred prior to the termination date can
paricipate in the wid-up distrbution. Such claims would include the ongoing income

payments which flow from claims incured up to the date of terination. Ths
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interpretation isconsistertt with insurance, actuarial and tax principles aId is supported

by reading the Tenination Clause in the context of the Trust Agreement as a whole
which supports an intention.

3. Despite this, the motions judge approved an allocation scenaro recommended by
the Monitorl that not only contemplated a distrbution between berieficiares whose

claims are "in pay", but those whose claims are said to be "certain to be payable at some

future date" as well. In his decision, the motions judged accepted that the latter claims
include the payment of death benefits to living Pensioners. In approving the inclusion of

such extraneous futue claims, the motions judge ventued far beyond the plain wording
of the Tennination Clause and breached basic rules of contractual interpretation leading
to a commercially absurd result.

4. The motions judge's decision yields an untenable result in that although the HW

has no obligation to pay death benefits to Pensioners while in operation (such benefits are

provided by a third pary insUrer), the "cerain to be payable in the futue" read-in has the

. effect of neverteless imposing an obligation on the HWT to pay such benefits on
termination.. This read-in has ho known signcance in insurance and actuaral practice

and is not grounded in any objective evidence that would support an intention or
reasonable expectation of

the pares that the Tennnation Clause should be interreted in

such a foreign way in breach of industr practice.

5. Moreover, in finding that Pensioner Life benefits could paricipate in a wind-up

distrbution of the HWT, the motions judge improperly applied the vesting concept
i All defmed tenu tht are not otherwse defined herein, have the meanings ascribed in the Fift-First
Report of the Monitor dated August 27, 2010 (the "Fift-Firt Report").

. . .
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. articulated by the. Supreme Cour of Canada in Dayco (Canada) Ltd. v.. CA W-Canada to

impose an obligation of Nortel on to the HWT. However, the HWT is a distinct legal
entity - a formal trst - subject to prevailing insurance, actuaral, and tax principles.

Therefore, it was an error for the motions judge to hold that there was no. reason to
"decouple" the obligations of

Norte

1 from the obligations of

the HWT.

6. The effect of the motions judge's decision on the LTD Beneficiares is incredibly

signficant to the LTD Beneficiares, as well as to Survors and to the proceeding itself.

A fair HW distrbution based on the legally correct interretation of the Termination
Clause represents the LTD Beneficiares' last meaningful opportnity to cushion the fall

related to the massive funding shortfall in the HWT. This is paricularly so where the
LTD Beneficiares' rights to bring action against the trstees and others responsible for
the massive fuding shortfall and monies removed from trst were extinguished through
the tens of the previously approved Settlement Agreement. As a result, there are no

other remedies available to the LTD Beneficiares.

7. . The monetar impact of the motions judge's decision is by any measure
signficant.. The actuaral

liability owing to LTD Beneficiares for income benèfits alone

is $79.9 milion. Under the allocation scenario approved by the motions judge, the LTD

Beneficiares would recover just $30.3 milion. Under the allocation scenaro supported
. by the pl~in meaning interpretation the recovery is $57.57 milion, the difference being
$27.27 milion.

.8. ln incIividual comparative terms, if the motions judge's interretation of the

Termination Clause is pennitted to stand, the average LTD Beneficiar wil lose
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approximately $72,000 whereas the average Pensioner stands to recov'er just $3,500.

Thus, an allocation of the HWT assets based on a plain meanng interpretation of the
Termination Clause that is consistent with actuarial, insurance and tax practice would
result in a negligible impact to the recovery of individual Pensioners.

. ": .'

PART II: FACTS

Á. . Nortel's nwT, Nortel's CCAÅ Filig and the Settement Agreement

.9. Norte! has historically provided varous health and welfare benefis to its

.eiployees which were funded and administered through the HWT. The HW was
established in 1980 as a tax-effcient vehicle though which employee benefits would be
provided. The HWT is stand alone, irrevocable trst govered by an agreement beteen
Norter Telecom Limited (a predecessor company to NN) and Montreal Trust

Company (as trstèe), as amended (collectively, the "Trust Agreement,,).2

an

10. In 1979, pnor to the establishment of the HWT, Nortel sought and obtaned

advance income tax ruling from Revenue Canada (as it then was) regarding the tax
treatment of

the HWT; NorteI's Ruling Request Letter dated December 16, 1979 and the

Revenue Canada Ruling obtained on December 28, 1979 referred to, among other thngs:
a) the establishment of a single health and welfàre trst by Norte1 though

which cerain benefit plans would be provided;
b) the following benefit plans as comprising the plans Withn the HWT:

health care (medical and dental); sickness and accident; long-term
disabilty; survvor income and group life insurance;

. . -... .' . .

2 Fifty-Firt Report, at para. 32, Appendix "G", Motion Record for Leave to Appeal of

Beneficiares ("Motion Record"), Tabs 6 and 6G, respectively.

the Dissenting LTD
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~ '. .... . . . ". . . .
. c) the followig proposed fuding arangement for th~ LoIig- 'Ienh Disabilty
Plan - Nortel's contributions to be suffcient to satisfy all claims and
may make additional/increased contrbutions based on an actuaral
valuation or some other reasonable basis;
d) the following proposed fuding arrangement for the Group Life Insurance

Plan (Par I - Basic) - Nortel to make contrbutions to the HWT sufficient

to pay premiums;
e) At the time of the Ruling, the Pensioners' Insurance Fund of

approximately $11 milion held with Mutual Life Assurance of Canada

representing a surplus in a prior retirement life arangement to be
transferred into the HWT.3

11. The HW has been operated such that certai employee benefits such as disabilty
. and survivor income benefits have had employer contrbutions placed into the trst for

the purose of accumulating trst assets to pay claims, whereas other employee benefits

such as medical and dental costs, or life insurance premiums, have been funded by Nortel
employer and employee contrbutions on a "pay-as-you-go" basis and paid though the

HWT as an administrative mattèr.4

12. .. Pensioner Life benefits were funded on a pay"as"you~go basis until 1999 but have

. been

paid from HWT assets since 2000. The payments made by Nortel though the HWT

for Pensioner Life. benefits relate to the purchase of one year renewable ter life
insurance policies paid monthly by Nortel to Sun Life, who is the insurance provider.
The payment of death claims is an obligation of Sun Life, a third pary insurer, not the

HWT.s. .

3 Fift-First R~port, at paras. 36-37, Appendices

''I'' and ';J", M~tion. Record, Tabs 6, 61 and 6J,

respectively.
4 Fift-First R~port, at paraS. 34, Motion Record,
SAffdavit of

Tab 6.

Diane Urquhart sworn Sept~mber 26,2010 (''Urquh Afdavit") at para. 9, Supplemental
Motion Reèord, Tab i; Appendix "L" to Fift-First Report, Motion Record, Tab 6L.
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" . .' . " '. . . ". ..', . .
. 13. Nortelcommitted to adequately funding the HWT. The Trust Agreement
provides that employer contributions be suffcient to pay all claims against the HWT and

that the adequacy of the fund is to be evaluated on a sound actuariaI basis at least
anually.6 Sound actuarial practice requires that HWTs maintain suffcient fuds to pay

the present value of futue benefits in respect of all incued long-tenn disability claims
and other incured claims.7

14. Despite the obligation to fud the HW in accordance with actuaral practice, as
confirmed by subsequent disclosures, pricipally through the Thir-Ninth Report of the

Monitor dated February 18,2010 (and the schedules thereto) and the Fift-First Report
(and the schedules thereto), at the time Nortel fied for CCAA protection, the HWT was
signficantly under:fdedrelativè to the actuaral

liabilties ofthe varous plans.8

. .

15. In addition to the urderfuding, approximately $32 milion Was removed from the

assets of the HWT by Nortel in 2005-2006 to pay for pay-as-you-go benefits that Nortel
was obligated to pay directly from its own operation.9 This improper removal of monies
from an irrevocable trst had the effect of compounding the prejuGice suffered by the

LTD Beneficiaries and other beneficiaries of the fuded income plans.

16. Nortel applied for and was granted protection from creditors llder the CCAA

pursuant to an Initial Order dated January 14, 2009. The Initiai Order provided

that

6 Trust Agreement, Arcle iv, Appendi "0" to Fift-First Report, Motion Record, Tab 60.

9. . .

7 Affidavit of Jeremy Bell sWorn September 3,2010 ("Bell Afdavit") at paras. 46-47, Motion Record, Tab

1 1; Afdavit of Joan Wiliams sworn August 9, 2010 ("Willams Afdavit") at para. 21, Motion Record,
Tab

8 Affdavit of

Michael McCorkle sworn September 27,2010 ("McCorkle Affdavit") at paras. 5-8,
Supplemental Motion Record, Tab 2.
9 Urquhar Afdavit at paras. 26-31, Supplemental Motion Record, Tab 1; McCorkle Afñdavit at para. 8;

Supplemental Motion Record, Tab 2; Fif-First Report at para. 81, Motion Record, Tab 6.
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. Nortel was "entitled but not required" to make payments in respect of, among other
benefits, after the CCAA filing.

things, employee

17. After the Initial Order, Nortel continued to make employer contrbùtions to pay

for pensioner and LTD medical and dental benefits, and LTD life insurance benefits on a

pay-as-you-go baSis. LTD income benefits and surivor income benefits, as well as
Pensioner Life insurance benefits, were paid from the Nortel HWT assets without fresh

employer contributions being made into the HW. However, Nortel advised
stakeholders that, absent a settlement or special arangements being made, it would cease
makng thè continued payment of

benefits on Marèh 31, 2010. LO

. 18. On March 31, 2010, Mr. Justice Morawetz approved the Settlement Agreement

which had the effect. of extending the payment of benefits to Pensioners and the LTD
the benefits provided to the

Beneficiares to December 31,2010. The estimated value of

LTD Beneficiaries under the Settlement Agreement was $12 millon. In exchange for the
payment of thèse limited benefits pending the cut-off date, the Settlemeit Agreeent had
the effect of entirely releasing those responsible for breaches of trst in relation to the

fuding shortfall of approximately $ 1 00 milion, as well as the improper removal of
approximately $32 million in trst assets. i i

19. . B~ virte

of

their disabiltiés and the

relative extent of

the shortfall related to their

claims, the LTD Beneficiares are by far the most profoundly affected constituency by the
Settlement Agreement.

10 Fift-First Report at para. 23, Motion Record, Tab 6.

II Fift.First Report, at paras. 24-25, Appendi "E", Motion Record, Tabs 6 and 6E, respectively; ThiNinth Report, at para. 43.
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20. The Setttmient Agreement furter provides that the settlement pares would work
towards a cour approved distrbution ofthe HWT corpus in 2010.12

B. The HWTAllocation Motion

21. On August 30, 2010, the Monitor delivered materals in support of a motion for an

order approving a methodology for the allocation of the corpus of the .HW. The
allocatioII scenariol3 recommended by the Monitor contemplates a pro rata distrbution

between beneficiaries whose claims are "in pay", mimely, those with income claims
presently

being paid, including LTD income benefits, and those whose claims are said to

be "cerin to be payable at some futue date" which, according to the Monitor, includes

claims for Pensioner Life insurance benefits. 14

22. The Dissenting LTD Beneficiares objected to the proposed distrbution scenario

on the basis that it was wholly inconsistent with the plai wording of the terination
provision of the HWT trust Agreement (the "Terination Clause") and contrar to
actuarial, insuance and tax principles that govern HWTs.

entitlement to parcipate in the wind-up distrbution of the HWT. is

.23. The

deterined by the Tennination Clause which provides as follows:

Upon receipt of the Notice of Teiination the Trustee shall withn one hundred
twenty (120) days deterine and satisfY all expenses, claims and obligations
arising

under the terms of the Trust Agreement and Health and Welfare -

Plan up to the date of the Notice of Termination. The Trustee shall also
detennine upon a sound actuaral basis, the amount of money necessar to pay
and satisfy all future benefits and claims to be made under the Plan in respect
12 Fifty-First Report, Appendix "E", Motion Record, Tab 6E.

13 As set out in the Revised Appendix D.I, colum 2 ("Scenario 2") to the Supplement to the Fift-First
the Monitor, Motion Record, Tab 7B.
14 Fify-Fitst Report, at para. 14, Motion Record, Tab 6.

Report of
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to benefits. and claims up to the date of the Notice of TeriIation. The
Corporation and the designated affliated or subsidiary corporations shall be
responsible to pay to the Trustee suffcient funds to satisfy all such expenses,
claims and obligations, and such futue benefits and claims. The fial accounts of

the Trustee shall be examined and the correctness thereof ascertained and certified
by the auditors appointed by the Trustee. Any funds remaining in the Trust Fund

after the satisfaction of all expenses, claims and obligations and futue benefits
and claims, arsing under the terms of the trst Agreement and the Health and
15 (emphasis added)

Welfare Plan shall rever to the Corporation.

24. The plain reading of

only the claims of

the Termination Clause demonstrates that

the HWT actually made or incurred prior to the Notice of Termination can paricipate in
the wind-up distrbution. Such claims would include the ongoing income payments

which flow from claims incured up to the date of the Notice of Terination. The
allocation scenaro consistent with this approach is that set out in Revised Appendix D-l,
the Monitor.

column 3 ("Scenaro 3") to the Supplement to the Fift-First Report of

25. This plain. reading interpretation is consistent with tax, actuaral and insurance
rules, principles and practices that apply to HWTs as supported by the expert actuaral

affidavits fied by the Dissenting LTD Beneficiares.

26. .. The relevance of actuarial, insurance and tax

principles in interpretig the

Termination Clause is paricularly evident when the Terination Clause is read in the

context of the Trust Agreement as a whole. The Trust Agreement provides that the HWT
would be subject to fuding in accordance with sound actuaral principles. This

evidences an intention tluit the Trust Agreement would be governed by prevailg
generally accepted actuaral and insurance priciples. Article IV of the Trut Agreement
. provides as follows:

. . . .

IS Appendix "0" to Fify-First Report Arcle VI, para. 2, Motion Record, Tab 6G.
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ARTICLE IV - EMPLOYER'S CONTRIBUTIONS

1. The Corporation and its designed affiliated or subsidiary
corporations agree to make Employer's contributions to the Trust Fund in
amounts suffcient to pay any claims which may be asserted against the Trust
Fund as a result of the admiistration of the Health and Welfare Plan, and as
may otherwise be required from time to time by the Trust for the purposes of
the Health and Welfare Plan, as determined by the Trustee on a sound
actuarial basis.

2. The Trustee. shall determine or cause to be detennined, on a sound
actuarial basis from time to time, and in any event, once every calendar year,

the level of contributions to the Trust Fund necessar to fund adequately the
Health and We1fare Plan.

3. Subject to paragraphs (1) and (2) hereof, the Corporation and its

designated affiliated or subsidiar corporations shall be responsible for the
adequacy of the Trust Fund to meet and discharge any and all payments and
liabilties under

the Health and Welfare Plan.t6 (emphasis added)

27... The only expert evidence addressing the actuaral and insurance practice ín

relation to the termination obligations of HWTs was proffered by the Dissenting LTD

Beneficiaries through affdavits sworn by Jeremy Bell ("Bell"). Bell is a Fellow of the

Society of Actuares and a Fellow of the Canadian Institute of Actuares. These
designations represent the highest professional standing as an actuar.

I?

28. Initially, Bell worked as an actuary in the pension consulting field for Mercers,

the same consultants who are advising NorteL. At Mercers Bell detennined reserves and
funding requirements for pension plans and provided advice on related matters to
. clients.ts Subsequently,

Bell has become the Chief Actuary and Chief

Investment Offcer

of the Healthcare Benefit Trust, one of the largest heåIth and welfare trusts ín Canada

16 Appendi "0" to Fifty-First RePort, Aricle IV, Motion Record, Tab 6G.
i 7 Bell Affdavit at para. 4, Motion Record, Tab 11.

IS Bell Affidavit at para. 5, Motion Record, Tab 1 L

. ~ . '. . '. .'. . ". .
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.. còverg over 80,000 active members and over 6,000 disabled members with

. .
.. ".

cuent

assets of approximately $750,000,000.19

29. Bell provided uncontrovered evidence of actuaral practice in the analogous

circumstance of terminations where private employers exit the B.C. Healthcare Benefit

Trut. When an employer exits the Healthcare Beiefit Trut, its contrbutions cease
pendingsetdement of outstanding obligations. In these circumstances, coverage forány
future claims (which have not been incurred durng the curency of the trst prior to the

withdrawal of the employer) also ceases. In these instances, the Healthcare Benefit Trust
continues to pay for the following in respect of employees covered by the employer:
a)

income for existmg disabled members at the date of tel'miation. This
income is paid unti the point that the member is no longer eligible to
receive it due to recover, reaching the maximum age or death; and

b)

reimbursemerits for life, accidental death and dismembeneht, extended
health and dental claims that occurred prior to the date of termination. 20

30. In cases where ancemployer exits the trst, the Healthcare Benefit Trust ~
paying. for any claims related to any event occurrng after the date of termination. Once

the employer teriinates from the Healthcare Benefit Trust, non-incured claims and
futue coverage for benefits rever to the employer.21

. '. .

31. This evidence of actuarai/insurance praètice is consistent with the plain meang

interprètation of the Tennation Clause that only incured claims can paricipate. on a

19 B~1l Mfidavit at para. 8, Motion Record, Tab 11; Afdavit of Jeremy Bell ~worn September 23,2010 at

para. 2, Motion Record, Tab 12.
20 Bell Afdavit atparas. 49-50, Motion Record, Tab 11. .
2 i Bell Affidavit at paras 51-52, Motion Record, Tab 11.

. .
'..
.'~.
. .. .
..
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. wind~up tennination and supports approval of an HWT allocation in accordance with
Scenario 3..

32; Bell's èvidence was buttressed by affdavits from Joan Wiliams ("Wiliams")

who commented on the obligations of the HWT on tennination by examining tax rules
and guidelines govering HWTs.

33. Wiliams is also a FeIlow ofthe Society of Actuares and of

the Canadian Institute

of Actuaries. Wiliams was also the Acting Supertendent of Pensions for the Province
of

Nova Scotia from 1996~1997, where she acted as the provincial regulator ultimately

responsible for the adminstration of the Pension Benefits Act and the regulation of all

private pension plans in the provice.22 Since 1997, Willams has provided actuaral
consulting serices for Welton Parent Inc., an Ottawa finn of actuaries, and is frequently
engaged to prepare actrial valuations and provides advice on funding contrbutions for

self-insured Health and Welfare Trusts established to comply with the requirements of
the Canada Revenue Agency ("CRA,,).23

34. In accordance with eRA Interpretation Bulletin IT-85R2, titled Health and
Welfare Trusts for Employees, the tyes of benefits that may be administered by an
employer undèr an HWT arangement are restrcted to:
a) group sickness or accident insurance plans;

b) private health services plans;

c) group term life insurance policies; or ..
d) any combination of
a) to C).24 (emphasis added)

22 Wiliams Affidavit at paras. 4, 6, M~tion Record, Tab 9.

23 Williams Afdavit at para. 7, Motion Record, Tab 9.

24 Wiliams Afdavit at para. 10, Motion Record, Tab 9. .

. .. ..
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il accordance with this Interpretation Bulletin, HWTs are notperIntted.to comprise of
permanent life insurance policies.2S

35. Wiliams ptovided evidence that while the benefits, other than life insurance,
long-term disabilty ("LTD") benefits

provided though an HWT may be self-insured,

that ate self-insured must comply With Information Bulletin IT-428 titled Wage Loss
Replacement Plans, dated April

30, 1979. This Information Bulletin provides that even if

the benefits are not insured with a licensed insurer, principles of insurance must be

Interpretation Bulletin IT-428:

respected. Prom paragraph 7 of

If, however, insurance is not provided by an insurance company, the plan
must be one that is based on insurance principles, i.e., funds must be
accumulated, normally in the hands of trustees or in a trust account, that are
calculated to be sufficient to meet anticipated claims. If the arrangement

merely consists of an unfuded contingency reserve on the part of the employer, it
would not be an insurance plan. 26 (emphasis added)

36. . .. Based on the tax; actuarÙil and insurance principles reviewed in her affdavits,

Willams opined that the obligations of the HWT on termination should be calculated

only in respect of claims for insured events occurring up to the date of the wind-up.
In the case of LTD income

benefits, the "insurable events", namely the events of

disabilty, have already occurred. Accordingly, the claims for disabilty income
payments wil have occurred prior to the Notice of

Termination and the ongoing monthy

disabilty income payments constitute ongoing benefits in respect of those claims??

2S AffidaVit of Joan Wiliams sworiiS~ptemb~r 24,2010 ("Supplementa Wiliams Affidavit") at para. 6,

Motion Rècord, Tab 10.
26 Wiliam Affdavit at paras. 23-29, Exhibits "K" and "L", Motion Record, Tabs 9, 9K and 9L.

27 Wiliams Affdavit at paras. 2, 28, 29,34, Motion Record, Tab 9.
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other haid,.Wiliams opined that futue premiums payable to third party

37. On the

. insurers for group life insurance after the wind-up date are not incurred expenses; nor are

they liabilties of the Nortel HWT on wind-up. As a result, Wiliams concluded that the
HWT should not be allocated on account of premiums related to the cancelled insurance

coverage that would have applied to future contingent events given that the available
ftds are insufficient to satisfY all existing claims for previously "insured events" (such

as those fòr L TO income benefits).

28

38. .. The only, and unc~ntroverted exper evidence clearly demonstrates that Scenaro

2 which was recommended by the Monitor and approved by the motions

3, nòt Scenaro

judge, is consistent with actuaral, insurance and tax practice. Under Scenaro 3, only
claims and obligations arsing up to the date oftennination, including the present value of

futue income payments for benefits already in pay, can parcipate on a termination of
theHWT.

39. By contrast, the only evidence adduced by the Monitor to support

the contorted

the Terination Clause to allow for the parcipation of claims said to be

interpretation of

i'cerain to be.
made iii the future" involves the keeping of a

reserve for the Pensioner Life

Insurace Plan, as well as the fact that Pensioner life insurance premiUIs have been paid

from HWT assets since 2000. Howevèr, as discussed below, ths evidence does not
. demonstrate.an intention that death benefits for living Pensioners should paricipate in a
wind-up distnbution of

the HWT. Given that the HWT constitutes a single trst, the fact

that Nortel was recording accountig reserves for the Pensioner Life Insurance Plan falls
short of demonstrating an intention that the Terination Clause should be interpreted in a
at.pms. .~.
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. .
. way that

departs from its plain meaning and in a maner that is not compliant with the

. . . .

actuaral, insurance and tax principles that govern HWs. .

40. As confirned by Nortel's past Treasurer, Pensioner Life benefits were initially
paid on a pay-as-you-go basis and only began to be paid out of

the HWT assets ii12000

after Nortel had determined earlier in the decade that it was not obliged to pre-fund

pensioners' future life insurance premiums.z9 However, the grandfathered reserve of
assets notionally allocated to the Pensioners Life Insurance Plan at December 31, 1986,
the date on wWch cerain tax changes took effect, was more than used up by the payment
of pensioners' life insurance premiums during 2000 to 2010 from the HWT assets.30

41. Furher, the reason why book-keeping reseres appeàr to be held for the Pensioner

Life Insurance relates to the fact that $11 millon was initially

transfered into the HWT

at the time of its inception in respect of the Pensioners' Insurance Fund. But for tWs $11

milion initial contrbution, the natue of the Pensioner Life benefits paid though the
. HWT, namely, the payment of premiums for one year tenn life policies, suggests that
Pensioner Lite benefits would be treated as pay-as-you-go claims which would cleariy
not have required a book-keeping

reserve.

42. The n~tional resere for the Pensioners' Life Insurance Plan is thus

. .

distinguishable from the reserve for the LTD and Survvor Income Plans for which Nortel

recognized an obligation to accumulate funds and which plans were supposed to be

fuded to pay for incurred claims. Accordingly, the resere for the Pensioners' Life

. . ..

29 McCorkle Affdavt at paras. 3-4, Supplement~l Motion Record, Tab 2.

30 Urquhar Affdavit at para. 33, Table 8, Supplemental Motion Record, Tab i; Supplementar Wiliams
Affidavit at para. 15, Motion Record" Tab 10.
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Insurance Plan ought not to have any significance on the interprètation of the
Termination Clause and certainly does not demonstrate an intention for Pensioner Life

benefits to paricipate on the termination of the HWT. If the intention of Norteland the

contracting was tily to àl10w Pensioner Life benefits to participate, the Tenination
Clause ought to have expressly provided for this.

PART III: THEISSUES
.43. Tbetest for leave to appeal in the eeM context involves a single criteron
subsumng four factors: there must be serious and arguable grounds that are of real and

signficant interest to the paries. The factors used to assess whether this criteron is
present are:
.. a) . whether the point on appeal is of signficance to the practice;

b) whether thepomt is of significance to the action;
c) whether the appeal is prima facie meritorious and not frvolous;
d) whether the appeal wil unduly hinder the progress of the action.

31

44; Whle appropriate weight must be given to each of these factors in determinng
whether the test for leave to appeal has been met, it is not necessary for all factors

be

engaged to the same degree. The last two factors are generally ascrbed greater weight
than the first twO.32

31 Re Stelco Inc.; 2005 CarwellOnt 68 i 8(CA) at para. 15, Book of Authorities of the Dissenting LTD

Beneficiaries ("Case Brief'), Tab i; Country Style Food Service Inc. (Re), (2002J 0.1. No. 1377 (C.A) at
paras 16-19, Case Brief, Tab 2; Trlogy Energy LP v. SemCAMS ULC, 2009 CarswellA1ta 1240 (C.A.) at

para. 9, Case Brief, Tab 3,
32 Canadian Airiines Corp., Re, 2000 ABCA 149 (Alta. C.A) at para. 46, Case Brief, Tab 4, Trilogy, supra,
at

para.

10.
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PART IV:. THE LAW AND ARGUMENT

45. The proposed appeal raises serous and arguable grounds that are of real and

. ,

signficant interest to the pares.

A. Deference to the Motion Judge's Decision is not Appropriate

46. Although leave to appeal in CCAA matters is generally granted.spanngly, where

the issue on appeal is one of jursdiction or involves a question of law that does not fall
squarely withi the jursdiction and discretion of the CCAA, the required standard is

correctness, and deference is not appropriate.33 .

47. The errors of the motions judge involve questions of law regarding general
contract interretation principles and the misapplication of the Supreme Cour of Canada
decision in DayeD (Canada) Ltd., infra, regarding the vesting of employment rights post-

retirement. The HWT Allocation Motion did not raise any insolvency issues or involve
the application or interretation of

the CCAA for which the motions judge's specialized

experence could be said to attact any special deference. As such, in assessing the
preliminar mèrits of the proposed appeal, it is not appropriate for special deference to be
given to the motions judge's decision and infused into the leave application. .

B. The

AppeaJ is Prima Facie Meritorious and Not Frvolous

48. The proposed appeal is prima facie meritorious. In rejecting the submissions of .

the Dissenting LTD Beneficianes and approving an allocation based on Scenano 2, the

.. ..
....... .
..

. 33Algoma Steel Inc. v. Union Gas Ltd., (200310.1. No. 71 (C.A) at paras. 16-21, Case Brief, Tab 5.

: .. . .
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. motions judge made several clear erors of law and principlei as well as palpable and
overding errors on questions of

fact or of

mixed fact and law.

i) The error in reading in the phrase "certain to be payable at some future

date" into the Termination Clause
49. First, the motions judge erred in law in holding that, under the Terination
Clause, there is a requirem~t to pay benefits and claims that are "cerain to be payable

at some future date" even though such benefits and claims have not been made as of the

. date of the Notice of Termination. By reading such a requirement into~ the Termnation

Clause, the motions judge stepped beyond the plai meaning of the Termination Clause
benefits and claims of the HWT actually made or

which provides only for the payment of

incurred prior to the Notice of Termination òn a wind-up distrbution, without any

objective evidence demonstrating that the pares' intentions or expectations differed
from the plain meanng.

SO. The interretation taken by the motions judge fails to give any meaningful
consideration to the ''up to the Notice of Termination" cut-off date noted in the

Terination Clause and rus afoul of the basic tenet of contractual interretation that "a
contract is to be interreted as a whole, in a maner that gives meaning to all of its ters.

and avoids an interpretation that would render one or more of its ters ineffective".34

Giving ~eaning to the expression "futue benefits" and to the stipulated cut-off date,

.. .

necessarily leads to the conclusion that only "future benefits and claims" made or
incured prior to the Notice of

Termination are payable on a wind-up of

the HW. This

is the plain language interpretation.
34 Ventas Inè. v. Sunrise Senior Living Real Estatè Investment Trut, (2007) OJ. No. 1083 (Ont. C.A) at

para. 24, Case Brief, Tab 6.
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51. .. The. proper distrbution of the assets of the IfT upon wind-up depends on the
interpretation of the Tennination Clause, read in the context of the Trust Agreement as a

whole, and with a view to the intention of Nortel as the settlor at the time it entered into
the trst agreement. Evidence of such intention may be gleaned from'varous sources,

including the factual matrx. at the time the Trust Agreement was entered into and other
documents relating to the HWT, employee benefits and employee communcations.35

52. A trst document must be constred using rules of contractual interpretation and
rules of statutory interpretation.36 hi Ventas Inc. v. Sunrise Senior Livng Real Estate
Investment Trust, this Honourable Cour sumarzed the priciples that apply to the
interpretation of commercial contracts as follows:

Broadly stated... a commercial contract is to be interreted,

(a) as a whole, ina manner that gives meanig to all of its terms and. avoids
an interpretation that would render one or more of its terms ineffective;

(b) by detennining the intention of the parties in accordance with the language

they have used in the written document and based upon the "cardinal
presumption" that they have intended what they have said;

(c) with regard to objective evidence of the factual matrix underlying the
negotiation of the contract, but without reference to the subjective intention of

the pares; and (to the extent there is any ambiguity in the contract),

(d) in a fashion that accords with sound commercial frinciplesand good

..' . . .

business sense, and that

avoids a commercial absurdity. 3 (emphasis added)

53. By introducing the "certain to be payable" read-in, the motions judge appended
wording to the Terination Clause that is foreign to and inconsistent with the insurance

3S Schmidt v. Air Products of

Canada Ltd., (1994) 2 S.C.R. 611 at paras. 138-139, Case Brief, Tab 7.

36 Electrical Industry of

Ottawa Pension Plan v. Cybulski, (2001) 0.1. No. 4593 (S.C.J.) at para. 18, Case
Brief, Tab 8.
37 Ventas, supra at paia. 24; see iiiso Gilchrist v. Western Star Trcks Inc., (2000) B.C.J. No. 164 (C.A) at
para. 17, Case Brief, Tab 9 and Pass Creek Enterprises Ltd. v. Kootenay Custom Log Sort Ltd., (2003)

B.C.J. No. 2508 (B.C. C.A) at para. 17, Case Brief: Tab 10.
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and actuaral industr and practice. This is contrar to a basic pnnciple of contractual

interpretation cited above in Ventas that courts should interpret agreements having regard
to the business context in which the agreement was concluded.

54.. Here, the motions judge's interpretation does not accord with sound actuaral and

insurance principles and results in a "commercial absurdity. An ilustration reinforces
the point. hnagine if an insurer becomes insolvent and a beneficiar of a life insurance
. policy asserts an entitlement to the liquidation proceeds on the basis that the beneficiary
is "certain to die

in the futue". Quite obviously, as the insurable event, namely, death,

. has not yet occurred, there is no valid claim against the assets of the insurer and such an
asserion would be rejected.

55. The

motions judge's decision is also unsustaiable when the Tenination Clause

is read in the context of the Trust Agreement as. a whole with meaning given to all its

provisions. As noted, Aricle IV, paragraph 1 demonstrtes that Nortel agreed to make

contrbutions to the HWT "in amounts sufficient to pay any claims which may be

asserted against the HWT... as determied by the Trustee on a sound actuarial
basis".

56. Here, it is clear that no

Claim can

be assered against the HWT in respect of

Pensioner Life benefits durng its operation. As noted, the only nexus Pensioner Life

benefits have to the HWT is the payment of premiums for one year renewable ten life

in;urance policies paid monthly by Nortel to Sun Life though the HWT. If premiums
continue tö be paid and the policies not otherwse cancelled, the payment of the death
claim is an obligation of Sun Life, a thrd pary insurer, and not of the HWT. Interpreting
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. the Tenniiiation Clause to include benefits which canot be directly asserted agaist the

HWT is inconsistent with the Terination Clause when read against the Tiist Agreement
as a whole.

The natue of Pensioner Life benefits is such that it simply cannot be

captuèd by the Termination Clause. If a Pensioner Life benefits do not fonn a valid

claim on the HWT durig its operation, absent a clear intention to the contrary, there is
no basis to impose such an obligation upon termination.

the Trust Agreement provides that

57. Further~ Arcle iv paragraph 2 of

The Trustee shall deterine or cause to be deterined, on a sound
actuarial basis from time to time, and in any event, once every calendar

year, the level of contributions to the Trust Fund necessar to fund
adequately the Health

. . .

and Welfare Plan. .

.. 58. The Trust. Agreement thus expressly provides that it woûld be

fuded in

accordance with actuaral practice. . This evidences an intention that the Trust Agreement,

including the Temiatioh Clause, would be interpreted in accordance with prevailng
actuaral and insuance pnnciples and practce. . Despite this, the motions judge
remarkably found

that curent actuaral, and tax principles were irrelevant to the proper

interpretation of the Tennitiation Clause. The erors of the motions judge in ignoring the
exper eviderice are discussed in the section below.

. 59.. Further, it

is an. accepted priciple of contractual interpretation that when faced

with two plausible interretations, one of which wil

that is unawful, cours

lead to a constrction of a contract

wil prefer the interpretation that is consistent with the law.
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Indeed, thereis presuptio~ that the pares litend to comply with the law.38 Thus, the

proper interretation of the Termination Clause is the one that is compliant with tax law

and applicable actuarial and insurance standards and principles.

60. hi the alternative, the motions judge erred in finding that Pensioner Life benefits

are ~ertaiii to be payable in the futue. In doing so, the motions judge ignored evidence
. of the termination provisions of the life insurance policies between Nortel and Sun Life

that coverage is àutomatically termiated upon the receivership or bankruptcy of
Nortel, and that "the insurance of all members stops on the tenination date of this policy
and claims incurred after that date are not eligible for payment".39 As such, since

Nortel is. effectively bankrupt~ it canot be said that Pensioner Life benefits will

. '. . .

"certainy be made in the futue".

ii) The error in ignoring expert evidence regarding actuarial, insurance

and tax principles
61. Second, the motions judge erred in ignorig the exper evidence regarding

actuarial, insurance and tax priciples and practice that supported an interpretation of the

Teimimition Clause consistent with its plain wording. In doing so, the motions judge

ignored case law that opinion evidence of industr practice is admissible to explain a
wrtten contract and to assist the cour in finding the meang of techncal tens in a
. contract. 40

38 Maschinenfabrik Seydelmann K-G v. Presswood Brothers Ltd. (1965),53 D.L.R. (2d) 224 (Ont. C.A) at
229, Case Brief, Tab 11; Beer v. Townsgate 1 Ltd., 1997 CarswellOnt 3753 (C.

A.) at par. 12, Case Brief,

Tab 12.
39 Fift-Firt Report Appendix L.

40 Marathòn Canada Úmited v. Enron Canada Corp., 2008 ABQB 408 at paras. 43, 44, Case Brief, Tab
13, United Canso Oil and Gas Limited v. Washoe Northern Inc. (1990), 78 Alta.L.R. (2nd) 79 (Q.B.) at
of Montreal v. DynexPetroleum Ltd., (2002) 1 S.C.R. 146, Case

paras. 18,22, Case Brief, Tab 14; Bank
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62. . As

noted in Ventas, it is a well accePted principle of contractual interpretation that

. commercial contracts are to be interpreted in a fashion that accords with sound
commercial prinCiples and good business sense, and that avoids a commercial

. . .

absurdity.41

63. A usefu sumar

of the leading case law, including decisions of thè Supreme

Court of Canada, regarding the admissibilty of evidence relating to industr practice in

contractual interretation disputes is found in Marathon Canada Limited v. Enron
Canada Corp.:

from time to time in tespect of the reports of

ObjectioIi was tiien by both paries

the other paries' ex.pers on the basis that the expert opined on the ultimate issue
and offered an interpretation of

varous contract tenus and provisions.

After arguent and consideration of the authorities provided, I made the ruling
which now follows.

It is generally accepted that if opinion evidence is to be excluded it is not because

it encroaches on what used to be known as the ultimate issue doctrne, but for
other reasons, such as relevance and necessity: R. v. Mohan 1994 CanLII 80
(S.C.C.), (1994) 2 S.C.R. 9 at 25. .

Where the cour can draw necessary inferences or conclusions from established
facts, opinion evidence is not necessary to assist the court. Mere helpfuness is not
enough to allow expert evidence - it must be necessary: R. v. D.D. 2000 SCC 43
(CanLII), (2000) 2 S.C.R. 275 where Major, J. approves a statement of the rule by .
Professor D. Paciöcco in a 1998 aricle by him.
There is seldom a clear line of demarcation between what is necessar and wliat is
. not. The closer the opinion comes to an opinion on the ultimate issue, the strcter
the need to show necessity. It is generally not the role of an ex.pert to draw legal

conclusions or to engage in a legal analysis: Hovsepian v. West/air Foods Ltd., 22
Alta. L.R. (4th) 241. On the other hand, it is trte to say that no contract is made
in a vacuum. Evidence of the commercial context, the commercial purpose or

the commercial setting of the contract is admissible within lits: Reardon
Smith Line Ltd. v. Yngvar Hanson-Tangen (1976) 1 W.L.R. 989 at 995 (H.L.);
Bank of
British Columbia v. Turbo Resources Ltd., (1983) 148 D.L.R. (3rd) 590 at
Brief, Tab 15, CP Hoiels v. Bank oJMo~treal, 1987 Can 55 (S.C.C.), (1987) 1 S.C.R. 711 at para. 53,
Case Brief, Tab 16.
41 Ventas, supra, at para. 24.
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para 607-08 (Alta.C.A.); Gainers Inc.. v. Pocklington Financial Corp. (2008)
. AB.C.A 151.
Opinion evideiice of industry practice as pleaded here is admissible to
explain a written contract where there is ambiguity or where there is silence:
CP Hotels v. Banko/Montreal, 1987 CanLII 55 (S.C.C.), (1987) 1 S.C.R. 711 at
para 774; but not to assist in interpreting an ordinary English word: Harris v. .
Nugent (1996) AJ. No. 1068 at para.l4.

Opinion evidence is adnussible to assist the court in finding the meaning of
technical terms in a contract: United Canso Oil and Gas Limited v. Washoe

Northern Inc., (1990)78 Alta.C.A (2nd) 79 at para. 88. Opinion evidence is also

admissible to assist the court when dealig with the unique context of the oil
and gas industry: Bank of Montreal v. Dynex Petroleum Ltd., 2002 see 7
(CanLU), (2002) 1 S.C.R. 146.

Where there is a standard or common practice in an industry in relation to
the performance of contracts that evidence is in some cases admissible. An
expert can also opine that a part's conduct was inconsistent with that

standard practice. What he cannot do is offer an opinion that a part was.
therefore at law in breach of its contract.
...1 accept that in order to explain industr practice as he or she sees it, the expert
must necessarly refer to the contract terms which lead industr players to perform

in a cerain way.42 . ..

64.. In. rej ecting the. expert evidence adduced by the Dissenting LTD Beneficiaries

(and the only expert evidence adduced at the hearing) the motions judge took an overly
rigid approach contrar to the jurisprudence regarding admissibility of opinion evidence.

Here, as noted, when the Terination Clause is read in the context of the Trust
as a whole, it is clear that the intention of the paries is that the Trust
.Agreement
,.
Agreement should be interreted in accordance with prevailg industr practice. As a

result, evidence regarding industr practice that sheds light on the meaning of concepts
. such. as incurred claims, insurable events and obligations is highy relevant to the

analysis. Therefore, the motions judge ered in ignoring exper evidence adduced by the
Dissenting LTD Beneficiaries regarding the 1986 tax changes, which Would be highly

42 Marathon Canada Limited, supra, at paras. 38-46.
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relevånt to a proper interpretation ofthe Tennination Clause. In any

event, Willams'

evidence was not limited. to the effect of the 1986 tax changes and the tax changes were

not addressed at all in the Bell Affdavit, and thus there was no basis for the motions
judge to ignore or deem as irrelevant these affidavits in their entirety.

65. In dismissing the expert evidence as irrelevant, the motions judge also misapplied

and misconstred the law on contractual interpretation. Whle the goal of contractual
interpretation is to discover, objectively, the paries' intention at the time the contract

was made,43 this does not mean that a cour is precluded from considering the partès'
conduct or industry practice post-contract Such inquies may be relevant to inform what

the intention was in circumstances where the contract is either ambiguous or the intention

of the parties is for the contract to be interreted in accordance with prevailng industr
standards or practice.44

66. The motions judge clearly ered therefore in holding (at paragraph 87) that
"questions of interpretation of the Trust Agreement must be based on the situation as it
existed at the time the Trust Agreement was executed" and (at paragraph 95) that Hthe

Trust Agreement has to be interpreted on the basis of facts existing in 1980".

iii) .. The error iii filldingthat Pensioner Life benefits constituted valid Claims

against the HWT on the basis that such claims vested

67. Third, the motions judge ered in finding that Pensioner Life benefits constituted
valid claims against the HWT on the basis that such claims vested against Nortel; In
doing so, the motions judge hiisconstied the decision of Dayeo (Canada) Ltd. v. CA W43 Gilchrist, Supra, para. 17.
44 3869130 Canada Inc. v.IC.B. Distribution Inc., 2008 CaiswellOnt 2802 (CA) at par. 55, Case Brief,

Tab 17.
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Canada45 regarding the vesting of employment rights on retirement. The issue before the
Supreme Court of Canada in Dayco was whether retirement rights contemplated by the
. tens of a collective agreement can continue to be enforceble after the termination of the

agreement. In answerng this question in the affirmative, La Forest J. stated at p. 273

that, "... the old collective agreement is not rendered a nullty. Rights that have accrued .
under that agreement remain enforceable".

68. The

(

vesting con~ept accepted by the Supreme Cour in Dayco is that retirement

rights remain enforceable against. the employer

even after the expiration of an .

agreement, and carot be tenninated except in compliance .with the original agreement...

Here, the Trust Agreement expressly provides for the terination of benefits unless
captued by the Terination Clause. The fact that Pensioner Life benefits may be
. vested and remain enforceable. against Nortel does not assist the Court ii.

interpretig the Termination Clause which relates to the obligations ofthe HWT.
Nortel to pay

69. . In thisiegard, the motions judge erred in equating the obligation of

Pensioner Life benefits with the obligation of the HWT without any analysis other than
the bald statement (at paragraph'1l7) that the "obligations of

Nortel canot be decoupled

from the Trust Agreement" despite the fact that the HW is a fomial trst and a distinct

entity

. . . .: . .
that is subject to actuaral, insurance and tax pnnciples.

70. The HWT is not obligated to pay the death clais to

Pensioner durng its

operation ~ thère is no dispute. about this fact. Therefore, the attempt to impose the

obligation to pay . death claims to Pensioners on the HW upon teimination . 45 Dayco (Canada) Ltd. v. CAW-Canada, (1993)2 S~C.R. 230, Case Brief, Tab 18.
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characteried as permanent life benefits - tIroUgha misapplication of the vesting concept..

is in error. This result fuer yields a "commercial absurdity". Whle Pensioner Life
benefits may vest against Norte!, there is simply no basis to download this obligation on

the HWT.This is not to say that Pensioners cannot submit a claim for Pensioner Life
benefits against Nortel's estate - this has never been contested. Furter, the accepted

characterization of the life benefits as permanent ignores that HWTs are not permitted to
hold penn

anent life insurance.

iv) .. The error regarding the reverse..onus placed on the Dissenting LTD
Benéficiaries
:,.

71.

Fourth, the motions judge ered in imposing on the Dissenting LTD Beneficiares

the onus. to prove that Pensioner Life benefits should be excluded or disentitled from
paricipating in the wind-up distrbution rather than by basing entitlement in accordance
with the plain meanng of

the Tennination Clause. On a plai reading of

the Ternation

Clause, the Dissenting LTD Beneficiares were beneficiares eligible to paricipate in the

HW distrbution, their claims having been incurred prior to the Notice of Termination.
The motions judge erred by not placing the onus on Pensioners to prove, with objective
evidence, that there was a clear intention that Pensioner Life benefits could paricipate in
. a wiii~up distribution tinder the Termination Clause despite its plain meanig.

72. D~spite ths, varous pars of the motions judges. decision demonstrate that the

motions judge erroneously placed such a burden on the Dissenting LTD Beneficiares.
For example, the motions judge held:

. "there is an absence of any contractual provision that could be interreted

as disentitling... Pensioner Life claimants from receiving their vested
entitlement to a share of

the trst", (at paragraph 84)
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.

"There is no basis to disentitle Pensioner Life claimants from sharng in

the distrbution of the HWT. In parcular, the language of the Trust
Agreement in no way provides for the ousting of their rights." (at
paragraph 118)

C. . The Appeal has Significance to this Proceeding

73. The points in issue are extremely significanttö the LTD Beneficiares, as well as

to Survvors and to the proceeding itself. A fair HWT distrbution based on the legally
correct interpretation of the Termination Clause represents the LTD Beneficiares' last
meaningfuloppoiiuity to cushion the fall related to the massive funding shortfall in the.

HWT. As the LTD Beneficiares' rights to bring action against the trstees and others
i-,;

responsible for the funding shortfall and monies removed from trst have been
extingushed through the tens of the Settement Agreement, there are no other remedies

available to the LTD Beneficiares.

. .' .,'",. ".
74. The impact of

of

the HWT Allocation Decision

is significant. The actuaral liabilty

the LTD Beneficiares for income benefits alone is $79.9 milion. Under Scenaro 2,

the LTD

Beneficiares woùld recover $30.3 milion. Under Scenario 3, the recovery is

$57.57 milion. The difference in recover is $27.27 million.

. '. .

75; in real, individual terms, the average LTD Beneficiar wil

lose

approximately

$72,000 if the motions judge's interpretation of the Teration Clause is peritted to
stand. On the other hand, the average pensioner stands to recover just $3,500 in total for

Pensioner Life benefis through an allocation based on Scenaro 2. An allocation of the

l-IW'Iassets based on it plain meaning interretation of the Termination Clause that is
Consisteit with aètuaral, insurance and tax practice would result in a negligible impact to .
the recover of individual pensioner.
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. .

D. The Appeal wi Not U~dtily Hinder the Proceeding

76. Granting leave to appeal wil not unduly hinder the proceeding. Whle an appeal

Will result in a brief delay of the HWT distrbution, ths need not result in any prejudice
to any of the beneficiares. For example, as arangements can be made for monthly

. payments to be paid out of the HWT assets to those beneficiares who havè been
receiving income from the trst (LTD, SIB and STB) until the appeal is heard and
resolved. Another alterative involves makng an interim partial distrbution of the fuds

in the HWT to such income beneficiaries. Indeed, the latter proposal is already being
considered by the

Monitor and Representative CounseL.

77. Allowing the appeal.wil1 not unduly interfere with other aspects of

ths liquidation.

proceeding. In fact, a fair HWT distrbution based on the legally correct interpretation of

the Tenination Clause would assist the proceeding by reducing the likelihood of fuher
disputes and objections in the steps leading up to a vote on the final plan.

, 78. Nortel's CCAA liquidation proceedings, and the claims process being
administered in these proceedings, are ongoing and show no sign of belng completed in
the near future.. Furter, it bears mention that the motion below involved. a matter of.

contractual interretation and did not raise issues that engaged the CCAA or the Act's
rehabiltative puiose. Therefore, in the context of ths liquidation proceeding, it canot

be said that the delay resulting from the appeal wil entirely defeat the purpose and
intention of the CCAA, which has been identified as a consideration in assessing whether
to grant leave to appeal in CCAA matters.46

.... . . . ",

46 Canadian Airlines Corp., Re, 2001 ABQB 146 at parà. 70, Case Brief, Tab 19.
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'. . . . ~
E~ The Appeal has Significance

for the Practice

79. It is important for insolvency practitioners to understand how vesting concepts

. apply to formal trsts established by employers to fund disabilty income and medical
benefits and under what~ if any circumstances, obligations of the employer in respect of
such income and benefits, are or become obligations of a distinct formal trst. Given the

prevalence of employer funding of disabilty income and medical benefits through trst

vehicles, it is importt to have ths issue addressed by an appellate cour to provide
. guidance to the insolvency practice that may face such cases.

¡-

80. .

For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted thàt leave to appeal be

granted.

ALL OF WHCH is RESPECTFULY SUBMITTED~ ths 30th day ofNovernber~ 2010.
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